
Convertible Bond 
Crash Course: 

Accounting, Valuation, 
WACC, and More



What IS a Convertible Bond?

We get a lot of questions about 
Convertible Bonds, or bonds that might 

convert into common shares if a 
company’s share price rises to a high 

enough level.

It can be a confusing topic, and a lot of 
existing coverage makes it worse!



What IS a Convertible Bond?

The #1 key point is that to analyze a 
Convertible Bond, you must split it into 

its Debt and Equity “components.”

This is required to value the bond, 
estimate its “Cost” in the WACC formula, 

and even to calculate key metrics and 
ratios.



What IS a Convertible Bond?

Also, unlike what some people claim, 
Convertible Bonds are not “cheap Debt” 
– they’re more expensive than traditional 
Debt, even though their interest rates are 

lower!

But let’s start with the fundamentals 
before moving into this…



Plan for This Tutorial

• Part 1: Typical Terms and Conversion Options 2:20

• Part 2: Which Companies Issue Convertible Bonds? 5:23

• Part 3: Convertible Bonds on the Financial Statements 9:25

• Part 4: Convertible Bond Valuation & Black-Scholes 16:00

• Part 5: Payoff Diagrams and Payback Periods 20:01

• Part 6: Blended Cost of Convertible Bonds 24:01



Typical Terms and Conversion Options

• Coupon Rate: How much the company pays in interest on 
this bond – much lower than for normal bonds

• Maturity: When does the company have to repay the bond in 
full? Tends to be shorter than normal bonds

• Conversion Price: If the company’s stock price reaches this 
level, the bondholders can convert their bonds into common 
shares

• Par Value: How much is an individual bond in an issuance 
worth? $1,000 is the standard assumption



Typical Terms and Conversion Options

• Conversion Ratio: How many common shares does each 
bond convert into? Par Value / Conversion Price

• # of Convertible Bonds: How many bonds are in the 
issuance? Face Value / Par Value

• Potential Diluted Shares from the Convertible Bond: # of 
Convertible Bonds * Conversion Ratio

• Excel Example: Let’s illustrate with some simple numbers…



Which Companies Issue Convertible Bonds?

• Profiles: Convertible Bonds are the most common for high-
growth, high-risk companies, such as technology companies, 
startups, and biotech startups

• Why: Since Convertible Bonds have very low coupon rates, 
they are more like “hedged equity” for investors

• Why: If the company performs well, and its stock price soars, 
the investors can convert into common shares…

• And: If the stock price crashes, the investors can at least get 
their money back when the Convertible Bond matures



Which Companies Issue Convertible Bonds?

• MYTH: Convertible Bonds are “cheaper” than traditional 
bonds, so a company that might have trouble with normal 
Debt should issue a Convertible Bond instead

• REALITY: Yes, the cash cost is lower – which is helpful for 
startups and high-growth companies with spotty cash flows…

• BUT: The true “all-in” cost is higher! It’s in between the Cost 
of Debt and the Cost of Equity

• Why: Think about the Cost of Equity and Cost of Debt for an 
imaginary company…



Which Companies Issue Convertible Bonds?

• Cost of Debt: 5% (based on the yield of the bonds)

• Dividend Yield: 3%

• QUESTIONS: Is Equity “cheaper” than Debt in this case just 
because the Dividend Yield is lower than the Cost of Debt? 
Would investors expect to earn more on the Debt?

• No! Because the market value of the Equity could increase 
over time, so its Cost is much higher than the Cost of Debt

• Cost: Cash Yield + Potential Price Appreciation



Financial Statement Treatment

• Two Main Options: Record the entire Convertible Bond as a 
single Liability, or split it into Liability and Equity components

• U.S. GAAP: “Single Liability” treatment is now far more 
common (as of 2022)

• IFRS: Liability / Equity split treatment is more common

• Both Methods: Initially, record the Face Value of the 
Convertible Bond minus the Issuance Fees on the Balance 
Sheet…



Financial Statement Treatment

• But: With the “split” treatment, you have to calculate the 
value of the Convertible Bond if it were a traditional bond and 
use that for the Liability component, putting the rest in Equity

• Then: You “amortize” this Bond Discount and include it with 
the cash interest in “Interest Expense” on the Income 
Statement and add it back on the Cash Flow Statement

• Conversion: Tricky with the “split” treatment, but at a high 
level, you re-classify the Liability and put it in Equity

• Maturity: Cash and the Liability both decrease



Convertible Bond Valuation

• MAIN IDEA: Split the bond into Equity and Liability 
components, and value the Liability component first

• Liability Component: Use PRICE in Excel and, for the Discount 
Rate, input the coupon rate on an equivalent, non-convertible 
bond

• Equity Component: Not just a simple subtraction – we need 
to value the call options using the Black-Scholes formula

• Black-Scholes: At a high level, options are worth more when 
they are more likely to be “in-the-money” or exercisable



Convertible Bond Valuation

• So: Higher volatility and a Share Price closer to the 
Conversion Price make the call options worth more

• Math: We create “probability distributions” around the 
Conversion Price and Share Price and use them to calculate 
the weighted value of each call option

• Then: Move from the value of each call option to the value 
per bond to the value across all bonds

• Implied Value: This tells you what the Convertible Bond’s 
market price “should be” after issuance



Payoff Diagrams and Payback Periods

• Analysis: Once you’ve valued a Convertible Bond, you can 
also create a Payoff Diagram that illustrates the downside 
protection it gives to investors

• IDEA: Plot the Convertible Bond’s “value” or “market price” 
and its “value to investors” over a range of share prices

• Market Price: What you just set up with the valuation

• Value to Investors: Face Value of the Convertible Bond if the 
Share Price is below the Conversion Price; otherwise, the 
value of the common shares it converts into



Payoff Diagrams and Payback Periods

• MAIN IDEA: Even at Share Prices below the Conversion Price, 
the Convertible Bond is worth more than its “Payoff Value”

• WHY: Because it offers downside protection and the 
possibility of equity upside – unlike normal shares or bonds

• Other Metrics: The “Payback Period” is useful for determining 
how long it takes for investors to earn back the extra amount 
they pay for a Convertible Bond rather than common shares

• Signs: If it’s lower, the Convertible Bond is closer to a 
traditional bond; if it’s very high, it’s closer to equity



Blended Cost of Convertible Bonds

• WACC: To simplify the WACC calculation, many people will 
count Convertible Bonds as either Debt or Equity

• And: There’s nothing “wrong” with this, but it’s not the most 
accurate method

• Better: Split the Convertible Bond into components, calculate 
the “Cost” of each one, and take the weighted average

• Cost of Conversion Option: Gets slightly complicated because 
it’s more expensive than the Cost of Equity and requires 
Black-Scholes inputs!



Blended Cost of Convertible Bonds

• Cost of Conversion Option = Risk-Free Rate + Equity Risk 
Premium * Option Beta

• Option Beta = Option Elasticity * Levered or Re-Levered Beta 
from the Comparable Companies or This Company

• Option Elasticity = % change in option price for each 1.0%
change in the stock price (for the entire convertible bond)

• BASIC IDEA: The call options in the Convertible Bond are 
more sensitive to changes in the stock price than the common 
shares, so the Cost of the Conversion Option is higher



Recap and Summary

• Part 1: Typical Terms and Conversion Options

• Part 2: Which Companies Issue Convertible Bonds?

• Part 3: Convertible Bonds on the Financial Statements

• Part 4: Convertible Bond Valuation & Black-Scholes

• Part 5: Payoff Diagrams and Payback Periods

• Part 6: Blended Cost of Convertible Bonds


